Application Note
Renesas RA Family

Securing Data at Rest Using the Arm® TrustZone®
Introduction
Securing Data at Rest refers to the features and services provided to protect sensitive data residing on a
device, which may or may not be modifiable. This application project discusses the considerations for
securing Data at Rest in an embedded system and provides guidelines on how to use the Arm® TrustZone®
hardware feature of the RA Family MCUs to implement a secure Data at Rest solution.
RA MCUs offer data encryption, authentication schemes, and read/write and write-once access protection
from CPU and bus masters for secure Data at Rest designs. This application project focuses on providing
guidelines on securing data at rest application design using TrustZone to provide read/write protection. For
using Security MPU and Flash Access Window for Securing Data at Rest, see section 5 for the
corresponding application project.
TrustZone provides hardware infrastructure for memory and peripheral access isolation. Sensitive data can
be stored in Secure memory spaces and can only be accessed by Secure software. Non-secure software
can only gain access to those Secure memory spaces by making use of Non-Secure Callable (NSC) APIs
that are created specifically to provide services to the Non-secure domain.
Upon completion of this guide, you will be able to use the TrustZone feature supported by e2 studio and the
Flexible Software Package (FSP) efficiently in securing the Data at Rest in your own application. More
detailed hardware feature and API descriptions are available in the Renesas RA6M4 Group User’s Manual:
Hardware and the Flexible Software Package (FSP) User’s Manual.
The example project included in this application project uses EK-RA6M4 to provide several demonstrations
of the TrustZone technology regarding Securing Data at Rest.

Required Resources
Development tools and software
•
•
•
•

The e2 studio IDE v2020-10 or later
Renesas Flex Software Package (FSP) v2.0.0 or later
SEGGER J-Link® USB driver
The above three software components: the FSP, J-Link USB drivers and e2 studio are bundled in a
downloadable platform installer available on the FSP webpage at renesas.com/ra/fsp
• SEGGER J-Link V6.86 or later (segger.com/downloads/jlink/)
• Renesas Flash Programmer v3.08 or later (renesas.com/us/en/products/softwaretools/tools/programmer/renesas-flash-programmer-programming-gui.html)
Hardware

• EK-RA6M4, Evaluation Kit for RA6M4 MCU Group (renesas.com/ra/ek-ra6m4)
• Workstation running Windows® 10
• One USB device cables (type-A male to micro-B male)

Prerequisites and Intended Audience
This application project assumes you have some experience with the Renesas e2 studio IDE and FSP.
Before you perform the procedures in this application note, follow the FSP User’s Manual to build and run the
Blinky project. Doing so enables you to become familiar with e2 studio and the FSP and validates that the
debug connection to your board functions properly.
The intended audience are users who are interested in Securing the Data at Rest in their application with RA
MCUs using Arm® TrustZone®.
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1. Secure Data Overview
With the dawn of AI, IoT, and Cloud connectivity, digital data security has become the number one priority
when protecting trade secrets and personal privacy.
Secure data technology includes Data in Transit and Data at Rest. Data in Transit, or data in motion is
data actively moving from one location to another, such as across the internet or through a private network.
Data in Transit protection is the protection of data while it is traveling from network to network or being
transferred from local storage to cloud storage. Data at Rest is data that is not actively moving from device
to device or network to network, such as local data stored on embedded flash, SRAM which are not actively
being transferred in and out of the MCU. Data at Rest protection aims to secure sensitive data stored on
any device or network. This application project focuses on Data at Rest design in an embedded
environment using the Arm® TrustZone® and Flash Block Protection feature of an RA MCU.
Data at Rest protection uses Data Encryption and Data Access Control as major security measures.
This application project provides reference Data Access Control designs to establish the Write Once and
Read/Write Access control for a RA MCU. Data Encryption is not covered in this application project.

1.1

Sensitive Data at Rest Topology

In an embedded system, sensitive data can reside in volatile data storage (MCU’s internal SRAM or external
SDRAM) or non-volatile data storage (such as MCU’s internal flash storage, external QSPI storage, and
external EEPROM storage). As part of the application security design, user must consider the topology of the
data based on its use case. As an example, in a medical device, some data (like blood pressure
measurement taken every 5 minutes) can be stored in volatile memory while other types of data (daily blood
pressure averages) may need to be stored in non-volatile memory for future use. User should consider the
nature of the data and therefore determine its topology before beginning the design as this decision will have
an impact on securing the data.
This application project focuses on the methodology to secure the internal SRAM and internal flash.

1.2

Data at Rest Security Measures

Encryption and Access Control are two of the main secure Data at Rest protection schemes that will be
discussed in this application project. These two schemes apply to both volatile and non-volatile storage
types. Access control for internal storage (both volatile and non-volatile) will be covered with example
projects.

1.2.1

Data Encryption

Data Encryption is widely used in both secure Data at Rest and Data in Transit.
Securing internal data through encryption is desired for small Arm® Cortex® MCUs as these devices are used
more and more in networking and communication applications. The Secure Crypto Engine 9 (SCE9) feature
of RA MCUs are, for example, is used to generate wrapped keys and perform cryptographic operations.
An example use of encryption of Data at Rest is encryption of data in external storage. An embedded system
could use an AES key to encrypt sensitive data and code that resides on the external storage. Upon
successful authentication, the external code data can be decrypted and used.

1.2.2

Data Access Control

Increased demands for device connectivity as well as increased complexity in embedded systems result in
more potential attack surfaces exposed. Controlling access to the secure data effectively reduces the attack
surface, thus increasing system security. The following is a brief introduction to possible use cases where
access controls provided in RA TrustZone enabled MCUs can be applied.
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1.2.2.1 Read and Write Protection
With the TrustZone technology, sensitive data and code residing in the secure SRAM have read and write
protection such that only software granted with permission can access them. Sensitive data and code
residing in the secure flash are protected from unauthorized read.
For RA Family MCU, it is possible to lock selected flash blocks from erasing and programming by secure or
non-secure software. This locking can be configured as temporary or permanent locking.

1.2.2.2 Write-Once and Read Protection
In some use cases, sensitive Data at Rest needs to be protected from access or alteration for the lifetime of
the device. For example, a secure bootloader must be immutable for the lifetime of the product. As explained
in section 1.2.2.1, RA Family Arm® TrustZone® enabled MCUs have flash block locking functionality for
temporary or permanent locking. When the permanent locking is applied to the corresponding secure flash
block, it is an effective write-once protection with read protection.
Secure bootloader is a typical type of data at rest assets to protect from attack. Specific handling for
protecting the secure bootloader can also involve authentication, encryption, and so forth; however, these
handlings are not discussed in this application note.

1.3

Data at Rest Risk Profile and Attack Surface Analysis

To fully consider and design for secure Data at Rest in an embedded environment, one should thoroughly
consider the following topics:
1. Consider who will have access to the sensitive data in the embedded system.
2. Consider if the CPU bus can access the sensitive data.
3. Consider if other bus masters can access the sensitive data. If so, determine which peripheral the bus
master connects to, and what entity this peripheral communicates with.
4. Consider if the debugger can access the sensitive data.
5. Consider the robustness of the application design such that there are measures taken against the
application itself to prevent accidental damage to the sensitive data by overwriting the security policies
and measures in place.
Reducing the attack surface helps in all of the above situations. Securing the entire MCU’s memory may not
effectively enhance the overall data security, since a larger attack surface translates to a higher chance that
hackers will find a weak point. A good guideline for securing sensitive data is to design the application such
that only the minimum amount of data is secured, and access is controlled through strategical interfaces.
The analysis of a system’s risk profile and attack surface is outside of the scope of this application note;
however, the security measures offered by RA MCUs will be introduced to help in reducing the attack surface
and minimizing the system’s risk profile.

2. Overview of RA MCU Features for Securing Data at Rest
This chapter provides an overview of the RA Family MCU hardware features for securing Data at Rest.
Following is a list of security elements on the RA Family TrustZone enabled MCUs using RA6M4 as an
example.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arm® TrustZone®
Flash Block Locking
Secure Crypto Engine 9 (SCE9)
Debug Protection and Serial Programming Control with Device Lifecycle Management System
Arm® Memory Protection Unit
Bus Master Memory Protection Unit

2.1

Hardware Enforced Separation based on TrustZone

Arm®

TrustZone® technology for ARMv8-M is an optional Security Extension that is designed to provide a
foundation for improved system level security in a wide range of embedded applications. TrustZone enables
the system and the software to be partitioned into Secure and Non-secure worlds. Secure software can
access both Secure and Non-secure memories and resources, while Non-secure software can only access
Non-secure memories and resources.
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Figure 1. TrustZone Isolation
To ensure a Secure platform, the security arrangement is not limited to processor architecture. RA Family
Arm® TrustZone® enabled MCU entire system-level design is enhanced to address security requirements.

2.1.1

Memory Separation

The code flash, the data flash, and the SRAM are divided into Secure (S), Non-secure (NS) and Non-secure
callable (NSC) regions. These memory security attributions are set into the non-volatile memory by the serial
programming command when the Device Lifecycle is Secure Software Development (SSD) state. See
section 2.2.1 for the definitions of the RA Family Device Lifecycle State definitions for the RA Family
TrustZone enabled MCU.
RA6M4 Group MCUs incorporated IDAU (Implementation Defined Attribution Unit) to configure the secure
regions. Following is a summary of the 8 available regions:

Figure 2. Secure and Non-secure World
Sensitive Code and Data should be in the Secure regions so direct access to the Secure regions is protected
from Non-secure software access. Non-secure Callable can be used to provide minimum access to the
Secure region from the Non-secure region.
Security Feature of Renesas IDAU Region Setup
• IDAU region can only be set up in boot mode using SCI or USB
• Not possible to be manipulated during remote update (for example, OTA)
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Code and Data Flash
Note that upon MCU power-on-reset, the Security Attribute of Flash Programming and Erasing (P/E) mode
entry is set to Secure. This means the P/E mode can only be entered from Secure software control. The
Secure region flash driver module can be made Non-secure Callable to allow Non-secure regions to set the
flash P/E entry mode. Table 1 summarizes the secure flash read and write access violation error reporting
scheme.
Table 1. Secure Flash Region Read/Write Protection
Access Violation
Flash read
Flash P/E mode entry

Error Report
Arm® TrustZone® Secure Fault: Reset or NMI
Flash P/E Error Flag: handled by FSP flash driver

SRAM
SRAM memory, such as SRAM0 include ECC region and Parity can be divided into Secure/Non-secure
callable/Non-secure status with Memory Security Attribution (MSA) and can be protected from Non-secure
access. When MSA indicates that SRAM memory region are Secure or Non-secure callable status, Nonsecure access can’t overwrite them. Table 2 summaries the secure SRAM read and write access violation
error reporting scheme.
Table 2.

Secure SRAM Region Read/Write Protection

Access Violation
SRAM read
SRAM write

Error Report
TrustZone Secure Fault: Reset or NMI
TrustZone Secure Fault: Reset or NMI

Renesas Tools and FSP provide configurability for selection of TrustZone Error Reporting scheme, by default
NMI is selected in the Board Support Package (BSP). Refer to section 3.1.3 for configuration of TrustZone
Secure Fault handling.
Flash Block Locking
The RA Family TrustZone enabled MCU can provide temporary and permanent flash block locking for code
and data flash Programming and Erasing (P/E) mode entry. The e2 studio provides configuration options for
user to selectively prevent the erasure and programing of the intended flash block.

2.1.2

Bus System Separation

Direct Memory Access Controller (DMAC) and Data Transfer Controller (DTC)
The IDAU region setup is consistent for CPU, Direct Memory Access Controller (DMAC) and Data Transfer
Controller (DTC). DMAC and DTC are supervised by the Master TrustZone Filter. Secure flash and secure
SRAM area access violation from Non-secure DMAC and DTC accesses will trigger DMA_TRANSERR
interrupt and NMI interrupt. Access to address of access violation will not be granted, thus the Data at Rest
can be protected.
Bus Master MPU TrustZone Feature
The Bus Master MPU is for memory protection function for each bus master except for the CPU. Secure
software can set up the TrustZone Security Attributes of the Bus Master MPU. Access-control information
can be set up to 8 regions in DMAC/DTC and 4 regions in EDMAC. If access to a protected region is
detected, the bus master MPU generates an internal Reset or a Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI).
Refer to the Renesas RA6M4 User’s Manual: Hardware and FSP User’s Manual for more details of the
Security Attribute control for the bus systems.

2.2
2.2.1

Debug and Serial Programming Security Feature
Device Lifecycle Management System

The Debugging and Serial Programming interface security control of the RA TrustZone enabled MCU are
achieved by the Device Lifecyle Management (DLM) system.
The Device Lifecycle States and the Corresponding Debugging and Serial Programming levels are described
in Table 3.
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Table 3. Arm® TrustZone® Enabled RA Family MCU Group Device Lifecycle States
Lifecycle

Definition and State Features

Debug
Level

Serial Programming

CM

• Chip Manufacturing
• The device is in Renesas factory.
• This is the state when the developer
received the device.
• MCU Unique ID and Hardware Unique Key
(HUK) are injected.
• Secure Software Development
• The secure part of the application is being
developed.
• SECDBG_KEY and RMA_KEY can be
injected.
• Non-SECure Software Development
• The non-secure part of the application is
being developed.
• NONSECDBG_KEY can be injected.
• It is possible to regress to SSD state without
flash erase if SECDBG_KEY is injected in
SSD state.
• It is possible to erase the entire flash to SSD
state.
• DePLoyed
• The device is in-field.
• It is possible to regress to NSECSD state
without flash erase if NONSECDBG_KEY is
injected in NSECSD state.
• It is possible to erase the entire flash to SSD
state.
• LoCKed DeBuG
• The debug interface is permanently
disabled.

DBG2

• Available.
• Cannot access
code/data flash
area.

DBG2

• Available.
• Can
program/erase/read
all code/data flash
area.

Not
available

DBG1

• Available.
• Can
program/erase/read
non-secure
code/data flash
area.

Not
available

DBG0

• Available.
• cannot access
code/data flash
• area

Not
available

DBG0

Not
available

• LoCKed BOOT interface
• The debug interface and the serial
programming interface are permanently
disabled.
• Return Material Authorization REQuest
• Request for RMA.
• The customer must send the device to
Renesas in this state.

DBG0

• Available
• cannot access
code/data flash
area
• Not available

DBG0

• Available.
• cannot access
code/data flash
area

Not
available

• “Return Material Authorization
ACKnowledged”
• Failure analysis in Renesas

DBG2

• Available.
• cannot access
code/data flash
area

Available

SSD

NSECSD

DPL

LCK_DBG

LCK_BOOT

RMA_REQ

RMA_ACK
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Device Lifecycle State Transitions

All the available transitions are described in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Device Lifecycle State Transitions
As shown in Figure 3, there are three types of Device Lifecycle state transitions. Every one of these
transition types provide secure Data at Rest protection at different stage of the product lifecycle.
• All erase
 During development
 During deployment in DPL state to avoid MCU scrappage and protection of user Data at Rest
• Transition without authentication
 Advance the MCU Lifecycle state to create further restrictions to the access level to the Data at Rest
from the Debug and Serial Programming interface
• Transition with authentication
 Enhanced security control over protected Data at Rest during MCU Lifecycle state regression and
failure analysis. See notes below for more details.
Special Notes on the Advantages for the Authenticated State Transition
When the developer requests a DLM state regression to unlock the MCU, the MCU issues a challenge. The
developer must then utilize the appropriate DLM state key to construct a response. If the response is correct,
the MCU will regress to the requested DLM state, unlocking the defined programming and debugging
capabilities. This mechanism prevents eavesdropping and replay attacks, providing enhanced Data at Rest
protection while retaining the ability to perform end product failure analysis.

2.2.2

Debugging Security Separation

Debugging and programming interfaces can be completely locked via the Device Lifecycle Management.
RA MCU with Arm® TrustZone® support uses the Device Lifecycle Management system to control three
debug levels:
DBG2: The debugger connection is allowed, and no restriction to access memories and peripherals.
DBG1: The debugger connection is allowed, and restricted to access only Non-Secure memory regions and
peripherals.
DBG0: The debugger connection is not allowed.
• The MCU can debug the entire secure and non-secure assets when the MCU is in SSD state, which has
DBG2 debug level.
• The MCU can debug the non-secure assets only when the MCU is in NSECSD state, which has DGB1
debug level.
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 It is possible to reenable the MCU secure debug interface by regressing from NSECSD state (DBG1)
to SSD state (DBG2) via an authenticated process.
• The MCU debug interface is temporarily locked up when the MCU is in DPL state which has DBG0 debug
level.
 It is possible to reenable the MCU debug interface by regressing from DPL state (DBG0) to Nonsecure debug state DBG1 via an authenticated process.
• The MCU debug interface is permanently disabled when the MCU is in LCK_DBG or
LCK_BOOT state.

2.2.3

Serial Programming Interface Security

The serial programming interface can communicate with the MCU’s factory bootloader via UART or USB.
The availability and functionality of the serial programming interface is determined by the device lifecycle
states.
• The full functionality of the serial programming interface is available in SSD. In SSD state, the serial
programming interface can program/erase/read all code/data flash area.
• In NSECSD state, the serial programming interface can program/erase/read all non-secure code/data
flash area.
• In DPL and LCK_DBG state, the serial programming interface is available, but cannot access either
Secure or Non-secure code/data flash area. The serial programming interface can still perform state
transition and provide answers to queries to the MCU, and so forth.
• The serial programming interface is permanently disabled when the MCU is in LCK_BOOT state.
For more use cases of the Device Lifecycle Management and operational flow to create Device Lifecycle
state transitions, see the application note, Installing and Utilizing the Device Lifecycle Management Keys with
the link provided in the References section.

2.3

Secure Crypto Engine 9 (SCE9)

The RA Family MCUs with Arm® TrustZone® support integrate Renesas Secure Crypto Engine 9 (SCE9)
hardware block to provide cryptographic key generation, data encryption and authentication capability.
Following are the encryption and authentication algorithms supported using RA6M4 MCU Group as an
example.

2.3.1

Security Algorithm

• Symmetric algorithms: AES
• Asymmetric algorithms: RSA and ECC
Configuration details of the SCE is outside the scope of this application project. Refer to the Renesas
RA6M4 Group User’s Manual: Hardware and FSP User’s Manual for operational details.

2.3.2

Other Crypto Security Features

• HUK (Hardware Unique Key)
 Provide Key Wrapping and Key Installation services, which can enhance Data at Rest protection via
Encryption using the available Security Algorithms
• TRNG (True Random Number Generator)
 Provide strong Entropy for all the cryptographic operation to increase Security for Data at Rest
protection
• Hash value generation: SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, GHASH
 Provide Integrity security control for Data at Rest on the MCU
• 128-bit unique ID
 Can be used for the Authenticated Device Lifecycle state transition from DPL to RMA_REQ
 Used in conjunction with HUK for Key Wrapping service
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Notes on Arm MPU and Bus Master MPU

The Arm® MPU is not intended as a security feature in and of itself. It is most beneficial if viewed as a safety
feature both from the standpoint of limiting damage due to errant code in a deployed product and forcing
safety into product design. RA Family MCU integrated the MPU to the Arm® TrustZone® enabled devices.
There can be 8 Arm® MPU regions in the Secure and Non-secure domain respectively. Currently
configuration of these regions with FSP module and e2 studio IDE smart configurator are not supported.
Refer to the Arm® Cortex® technical user manual to understand the definition and settings of the Arm MPU.
Refer to RA MCU hardware user’s manuals to understand the definition and settings of the bus master
MPUs.
The bus master MPU monitors the addresses accessed by the bus masters in the entire address space
(0x0000_0000 to 0xFFFF_FFFF). Access-control information can be set up to 8 regions in DMAC/DTC and 4
regions in EDMAC and monitoring for access to each region is in accordance with this information. If access
to a protected region is detected, the bus master MPU generates an internal reset or a non-maskable
interrupt. The bus master MPU has security attributes that can be set up using Secure code with its security
attribute for each of the 8 bus master MPU regions as Secure or Non-secure individually. While the bus
master MPUs intend to catch inadvertent accesses to the regions defined by the MPUs, they do not provide
protection of reading of the register settings from debugger nor non-secure program.

3. Configuring the Security Elements
This section explains the detailed process to setup the TrustZone regions and Block Protection Settings.

3.1

Configuring the Arm® TrustZone® Regions

The Arm TrustZone IDAU regions can be set up via e2 studio prior to application code execution during boot
time. The IDAU regions can also be set up using the standalone Renesas Flash Programmer (RFP) or the
Renesas Device Partition Manager, which is integrated with e2 studio.

3.1.1

Overview the TrustZone Regions

The RA MCU TrustZone support utilizes the Implementation Defined Attribution Unit (IDAU) to set up the
secure regions. Following is a summary of the possible TrustZone IDAU regions for the RA MCU Group. The
IDAU setting is common for the CPU, DMAC, and DTC.
• Up to three or six regions for the code flash, depending on the bank mode
• Up to two regions for the data flash
• Up to three regions for the SRAM
In addition, RA implements the following security regions:
•
•
•
•

Secure or Non-secure region for the Standby SRAM
Secure or Non-secure region for the VBATT backup registers
Individual Secure or Non-secure security attribution for each peripheral
Some peripherals support both Secure and Non-secure security attributions

3.1.2

Set up the IDAU Regions

Renesas RA TrustZone enabled MCU depends on IDAU to set up the Secure regions. The IDAU regions can
only be set up via SCI or USB boot mode. It is not possible to change the IDAU settings in firmware. As the
IDAU region settings are set up before exiting the MCU boot mode, this removes the security vulnerability of
possible IDAU region alteration during MCU application execution.
Setting up the IDAU with e2 studio
The IDAU region is automatically set up when the first Secure Project is compiled and downloaded to the
MCU. There is special handling from both the IDE and the Evaluation Kit’s perspective. See FSP User’s
Manual section IDAU registers to understand the details and reference the information for customized
hardware system design.
Setting up the IDAU region with e2 studio can also be performed manually using the following two methods:
• Using the Renesas Device Partition Manager which is integrated with e2 studio.
• Using the standalone Renesas Flash Programmer tool.
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Manually set up IDAU Region using Renesas Device Partition Manager
Following is an example configuration when using Renesas Device Partition Manager to manually set up
the IDAU region. Note that the settings provided are for the example project included in this application
project. User should adjust these settings based on their specific application.
Note that user needs to power cycle the board prior to work with Renesas Device Partition Manager after a
debug session if using J-Link as connection interface.

Figure 4. Set up IDAU Regions using Renesas Device Partition Manager
Manually Set up IDAU Region using Renesas Flash Programmer
Note that the settings in Figure 5 are based on the example project provided in this application project. Users
need to adjust the settings based on their specific application.

Figure 5. Set up IDAU Region using Renesas Flash Programmer
For an example RFP project which can set up the IDAU regions and perform Device Lifecycle state
transition, user can refer to the application project, Security Design with Arm® TrustZone® – IP Protection
Appendix A.
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3.1.3

Configure the Secure Fault Handling using BSP Property

As shown in Figure 5, by default, NMI is selected as the exception response method and the fault will target
Secure state. See section 4 for examples of handling of the Secure Fault.

Figure 6. Secure Fault Exception Handling (Secure Project)
Note that although the security attribution configurations shown in Non-secure project Figure 6, the current
tools support does not enable the Non-secure BSP project settings to be configured. Only Secure project
settings are used in the Secure BSP configuration.

3.2

Configuring the Flash Block Protection

The Flash Block Protection feature protects secure or non-secure flash region from being erased or
reprogrammed by secure or non-secure software. It is worth noting that the protection is for both Secure and
Non-secure software accesses.

3.2.1

Setting up the Flash Block Protection

Both the Secure and Non-Secure projects can set up the flash block for protection from erase and
programming as shown in Figure 7.
•
•
•
•
•

BPS settings are for temporary protection
PBPS settings are for permanent protection
BPS0 and PBPS0 are for the protection of regions from 0 to 36 in flash linear mode
BPS1 and PBPS1 are for the protection of regions from 37 to in flash linear mode
PBS2 and PBPS2 are for the protection of regions when the flash in dual bank mode. At the time of the
creation of this application project, the dual bank support is not available. These settings are not
exercised in this application project.

Note that once the flash block protection is set up, if a new program is downloaded to the locked region, user
needs to follow section 3.2.2 to erase the flash prior to programming the new binary to the MCU.
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Figure 7. Set up Flash Block Protection

3.2.2

Clearing the Flash Block Protection

Clearing the temporary Flash Block Locking can be achieved by the Renesas Flash Programmer (RFP) or
Renesas Device Partition Manager.
Note that if there is a permanently locked block or register, these two methods explained below will not work.
The locked region will be permanently locked out of erasure and programming.
Utilizing Renesas Flash Programmer
The Initialize Device command erases all flash blocks that are not permanently locked and initializes the
MCU to SSD state. After this command is successfully executed, the device lifecycle is updated to SSD and
the contents on the flash memory is erased.

Figure 8. Clear the Flash Block Protection using RFP
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Utilizing Renesas Device Partition Manager
User can follow below setting to perform the Initialization.

Figure 9. Clear the Flash Block Protection using Renesas Device Partition Manager

3.3

Configuring the Security Control for Debugging and Serial Programming

For RA Arm® TrustZone® enabled MCUs, setting up the Security Control for Debugging and Serial
Programming is primarily concerned with setting the Device Lifecycle State.
Security considerations regarding the Debugging and Serial Programming span the entire Device Lifecycle of
the RA TrustZone enabled MCUs such as through:
• Development
• Production
• Deployment
• Failure Analysis
As shown in Figure 3, there are three types of Device Lifecycle Transitions:
• All Erase: typically used during Development
 The All Erase operation is the same operation described in section 3.2.2, which is used to clear the
Flash Block Locking. See section 3.2.2 for the operation flow of All Erase.
• Unauthenticated Transitions: typically used during Development, Production and Deployment
• Authenticated Transitions: typically used for MCU Device Lifecycle regression and Failure Analysis
This section provides brief explanation on setting up the Device Lifecycle state for Unauthenticated
Transitions. User can refer to the application note, Renesas RA Family Installing and Utilizing the Device
Lifecycle Management Keys for information on the use cases and process of performing Authenticated
Transitions.
Operation details for setting up the Device Lifecycle using RFP and Renesas Device Partition Manager are
common for the following three design processes using RA6M4:
• Combined Project Development
• Split Project Development
• Flat Project Development
For details on which steps will be used at which stage of the development process, refer to the application
project, Renesas RA Family Security Design using TrustZone – IP Protection.
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Using Renesas Flash Programmer (RFP)

As shown below, user selects Device information > DLM Transition to reach the window on the right, to
select the DLM State to transition into.

Figure 10. Unauthenticated Transition using RFP
Note that the States can only be transitioned following the paths shown in Figure 3. Following is a summary
of possible unauthenticated transitions that can be made with the RFP interface shown in Figure 10.
Information on when the transitions are typically performed in also provided. User can reference Table 3 for
the corresponding debug interface changes caused by these transitions.
• CM -> SSD
 Typically used during initial development of the Secure Project
• SSD -> NSECSD
 Typically used after the secure project is fully developed in the Split Project Development Model
 Typically used during production stage following the development phase of the Complete Project
Development Model and the Flat Project Development Model
• NSECSD -> DPL
 Typically used after the non-secure project is fully developed in the Complete Project Development
Model
 Typically used during production stage following the development phase of the Complete Project
Development Model and the Flat Project Development Model
• DPL -> LCK_DBG
 Typically used during mass production stage for all three development models
 Note that the Debug interface is permanently locked down for the lifetime of the device in LCK_DBG
• LCK_DBG -> LCK_BOOT
 Typically used during mass production stage for all three development models
 Note that the Serial Programming interface is permanently locked down for the lifetime of the device
in LCK_BOOT
• SSD -> LCK_DBG
 Typically used in mass production for matured product
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Using “Renesas Device Partition Manager”

Figure 11. Unauthenticated Transition using Renesas Device Partition Manager
As shown in Figure 11, following are the possible unauthenticated transitions that can be made with the
Renesas Device Partition Manager. See section 3.3.1 for the use cases of these transitions.
• CM -> SSD
• SSD -> NSECSD
• NSECSD -> DPL
Note that user needs to recycle the board prior to working with Renesas Device Partition Manager
after a debug session if using J-Link as a connection interface.

4. Securing Data at Rest Demonstrations
This section introduces a software project developed with EK-RA6M4, which demonstrates Securing Data
at Rest using TrustZone.

4.1

Software Architecture Overview

This project includes the following software components that demonstrate the flash and SRAM read and
write protection.
Secure Project
• Secure FSP flash driver (Configured as Non-secure Callable)
• Secure flash code which implements the fault handler to catch Secure Fault and perform system reset
• Secure project locks Flash block 37 from Programming and Erasing
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Figure 12. Flash Block 37 is Temporarily Locked
Non-secure Project
• J-Link RTT Viewer User Interface code
• Non-secure flash code which accesses secure flash and secure SRAM region
• Non-secure SRAM code which accesses secure SRAM region

Figure 13. Software Block Diagram
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Functionality Description

The J-Link RTT user code runs in the non-secure flash region. It monitors user input from the J-Link RTT
Viewer and activates non-secure flash and non-secure SRAM software components to take the following
actions:
• Illegal read to secure flash, secure SRAM from Non-secure partition
 System will reset upon catching these Secure Faults
• Illegal writes to secure SRAM from Non-secure partition
 System will reset upon illegal write to secure SRAM
 System will print error message upon illegal write to secure flash
• Writes to secure flash region which are not locked from programming and erasing from Non-secure
callable flash driver
 Guard function for the Non-secure callable flash driver will catch illegal copy from secure flash region
to write to Non-secure flash region
 Guard function for the Non-secure callable flash driver will catch illegal write to secure flash region.
This use case is provided as an example of user enforced security.
• Writes to Non-secure code flash region which is locked from programming and erasing from Non-secure
callable flash driver
 Programming and erasing are not granted.
 System will print error message returned from FSP.
• Write to Non-secure region which are not locked from programming and erasing from Non-secure callable
flash driver
 This operation will succeed after all security check from the guard function.
The software project uses the default Security configuration as shown in Figure 4. The secure fault is
handled in MCU Secure state. The Secure Fault is handled by the Secure project function
HardFault_Handler () implemented in fault_handling_system_reset.c.

4.3

Running the Demonstration Project

User can use the following steps to run the application.

4.3.1

Import and Build the Secure and Non-secure Projects

Follow FSP User’s Manual section, Importing an Existing Project into e2 studio to import the Secure Project
and Non-secure into the workspace and compile in the order instructed below.
1. First step, double click the configuration.xml from the Secure project. Click Generate Project
Content and then build the Secure project.
2. Next step, double click the configuration.xml from the Non-secure project. Click Generate Project
Content and then build the Non-secure project.

4.3.2

Setting up the Hardware

Connect J10 on EK-RA6M4 using the micro USB cable to the workstation to provide power and debugging
capability using the on-board debugger.
Initialize the MCU
This step is optional but recommended. Prior to download the example application, it is recommended user
Initializes the device to SSD state. Unlocked flash content will be erased during this process. This is
particularly helpful if the device was previously used in NSECSD state or have certain flash block locked up
temporarily.
Use Renesas Device Partition Manager and J-Link Debugger to Initialize the MCU
Establish below connection prior to use “Renesas Device Partition Manager” and the Onboard J-Link
debugger to perform “initialize device back to factory default” action. Note that “initialize device back to
factory default” performs the same functionality as “Initialize Device” when using RFP.
• EK-RA6M4 jumper setting: J6 closed, J9 open. Other jumpers keep out-of-box setting.
• USB cable connected between J10 and development PC
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Note that user needs to power cycle the board prior to work with Renesas Device Partition Manager after a
debug session if using J-Link as connection interface.
Open the Renesas Device Partition Manager.

Figure 14. Open Renesas Device Partition Manager
Next, check initialize device back to factory default, choose the connection method and then click Run.

Figure 15. Initialize RA6M4 using Renesas Device Partition Manager
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4.3.3

Verifying the Functionalities

To run the application, right click on securing_data_at_rest_ek_ra6m4_ns and select Debug As >
Renesas GDB Hardware Debugging.

Figure 16. Running the Application
Note that prior to the application execution, the IDAU regions will be set up to assume the values shown in
Figure 4 via the debugger interaction with the MCU bootloader.
The projects are now loaded and the debugger should be paused in the Reset_Handler() at the
SystemInit() call in the Secure project.

Figure 17. Secure Project Reset Handler
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Click

twice to run the project.

Next, launch J-Link RTT Viewer V6.82d or later.

Figure 18. Launch J-Link RTT Viewer
Select Existing Session as connection type. Click on the
button and scroll down to Renesas to find the
correct device R7FA6M4AF. Also set up the RTT Control Block to Search Range. Set the search range to
0x20000000 0x8000 and then OK to start RTT.
Note that this Search Size 0x8000 is based on this example applicatio project, if your application uses RTT
viewer in Non-secure region and there is a large secure binary, user needs to increase the Search Size to
cover the Non-secure project SRAM regions.
If the host PC has more than one J-Link debugger connected to the PC, set the Serial No (by default Serial
No is set to 0).

Figure 19. Launch SEGGER RTT Viewer
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Following steps provide a walkthrough of the functionalities provided by the system:
Step 1: The main menu items are printed on the RTT Viewer Terminal 0.

Figure 20. Main Menu
Input 1 to read the secure SRAM from the non-secure flash and confirm that Arm® TrustZone® secure fault is
generated and system is reset.

Figure 21. Non-secure Flash Program Reads Secure SRAM Region
Input 2 to write the secure SRAM from the non-secure flash and confirm that TrustZone secure fault is
generated and system is reset.

Figure 22. Non-secure Program Reads Secure SRAM Region
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Input 3 to read the secure flash from the non-secure flash and confirm that TrustZone secure fault is
generated and system is reset.

Figure 23. Non-secure Program Read Secure Flash Region
Input 4 to write to the not locked Secure flash region. Function g_flash0_write_guard implemented
security check to disable writing to secure region from non-secure callable. Therefore, this operation failed.
Note that no Arm® TrustZone® secure fault is generated in this case.

Figure 24. Non-secure Flash Program Writes to Secure Flash Region
Input 5 to write to the Non-secure flash region locked by secure code. Flash erase will fail because this flash
block is lock for programming and erase.
Note that no TrustZone secure fault is generated in this case.
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Figure 25. Non-secure Flash Program Writes to Locked Non-secure Flash Region
Input 6 to write to the Non-secure flash region, not locked, and confirm that write is successful and the main
menu is reprinted.

Figure 26. Non-secure Flash Program Writes to Not Locked Non-secure Flash Region
Input 7 to take secure flash region as the source buffer to write to not locked non-secure flash region.
Function g_flash0_write_guard implemented security check to disable copying data from secure flash
region and trying to write to non-secure flash region. Note that no Arm® TrustZone® secure fault is generated
in this case.

Figure 27. Non-secure SRAM Program Reads from Secure SRAM Region
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Input 8 to read secure SRAM region from Non-secure SRAM region and confirm TrustZone secure fault is
generated and system is reset.

Figure 28. Non-secure SRAM Program Reads from Secure SRAM Region
Input 9 to write to the secure SRAM region from Non-secure SRAM region and confirm that Arm® TrustZone®
secure fault is generated and system is reset.

Figure 29. Non-secure SRAM Program Writes to Secure SRAM Region
Note that after running this application project, user must follow section 3.2.2 to clear the flash block that is
locked.
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Notes on Running the Application in Standalone mode
After the MCU is programmed with the application code, user can run the application in standalone mode
(with no debugging session). In this case, choose the “USB” as the “connection to J-Link”:

Figure 30. SEGGER RTT Viewer Connection Setup when MCU Running in Standalone Mode

4.3.4

Migrating to Other TrustZone Enabled RA MCUs

As each MCU group and each MCU within a group may have different internal flash and SRAM size, use the
following steps to migrate this application:
1. Modify the BSP Flash Block Protection region settings to fit the memory size.
2. Modify the flash test block address to match the MCU
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